
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Fix The Problem

Many of the conversations we have with friends and relatives involve an attempt

to solve either a real or a perceived problem. In fact, numerous organizations,

movements and even businesses owe their very existence to mankind’s desire to

improve some facet of our quality of life on this earth.

As Christians, we often have a desire to fix troublesome situations of which we

become aware through conversations with those around us. However, sometimes

the “fix” produces unintended consequences that generate conditions that may seem

to be (or actually are) worse than the original problem. There is then a need for

even more adjustments in an effort to solve the original problem as well as the sec-

ondary conditions created by the steps taken that were intended to be a solution.

Our desire to fix problems doesn’t just apply to people. Some of us have had

experience “fixing” things that turned out making the problem worse than it was in

the beginning. Many of you might be able to relate to the fact that years ago I stopped

attempting to work on automobiles. I learned (the hard way) that I was no longer

capable of doing so because I lacked the skills, ability and high tech tools that had

become necessary to cope with the advancing technology of those autos. It became

apparent that my efforts often created more problems than I solved. Unfortunately,

this can also sometimes be the case when we attempt to solve people problems.

A recent discussion with a parent of a child in the 5th grade described the years

of difficulty she and her child went though as teachers attempted to deal with

what they all perceived as her “difficult” child. The child was listless, disinterested

and in many ways perceived as mentally deficient. Years of instruction had been

wasted while trying to solve the problem. Many remedies had been offered and

attempted with little if any favorable results. After years of frustration and

numerous efforts to solve the problem, further medical exams concluded that in

addition to some attention issues, the child had a hearing deficiency. By placing

the child at the front of the class and providing treatment for the hearing loss,

the grades are now good and the “difficult” child is doing quite well.

Most of us hear of and personally know individuals who frequently express

dissatisfaction with churches today. There is a wide range of frustrations

expressed that include every age group, gender and marital status. Efforts to

react to these frustrations and concerns are resulting in all sorts of programs,

ministries, and expanded roles for various individuals — all in an attempt to
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The Bible is filled with accounts of those who found excuses for rejecting God’s

instructions. Here are a few examples. As you read these, consider whether you

think God addressed the symptom or the problem.

Lev.10:1-3 — the instructions were simple, Nadab and Abihu failed to follow

them. Their rejection of God’s instructions ended in their deaths.

Lev. 20 — lists a number of sins — some of which are common today even in

the Church. Notice how God dealt with those who violated His instructions.

Verses 2-3 — giving to false gods — result — death by stoning

Verses 4-5 — anyone who failed to correct and punish those serving

other gods were to be treated as prostitutes.

Verse 6 — those who consulted mediums and spiritists (“fortune

tellers” NCV or “necromancers” ESV) were to be completely cut off

from everyone.

Verse 9 — a person who cursed father or mother — result — death.

There was no consideration given for whatever symptoms might have

caused the cursing. Wrong was wrong.

Verses 10-16 — Any sexual relations other than within marriage between a

man and a woman — result — put to death — no excuses — treated as sin.

God is either the same then, now and forever or He is not. He sees sin as

sin and addresses the sin — not the symptom that resulted from that sin. 

Matt. 13:1-9 and 18-23 — the seed is sown — most of the seed does not result

in taking root and growing to a mature plant. Very matter of fact — “He

who has ears, let him hear”  — no apology is given for the demise of those

who reject the Word. The problem would be failure to sow the seed.

The symptom would be that many fail to receive and accept it. — The

job of the sower — keep sowing.

Over the years, we have repeatedly insisted that individuals must search the

Scriptures. Addressing problems is no different — whether personal, societal or

Church related. God’s Word speaks in clear direct terms and is “inspired by

God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for training in

righteousness;...” (II Tim. 3:16). All problem solving should therefore begin

with the Scriptures. Man has however, repeatedly attempted to insert exceptions

into those clear and direct Scriptures in order to accommodate his own desires.

We live in a world that is engulfed with symptoms that are a result of the problem.

The problem is a culture that no longer sees living in violation of God’s law as

a problem. And that problem has permeated many churches. The symptom is an

epidemic of sin and frustration. Our job as Christians is to treat the problem.

How do we do that? Study the Scriptures daily and sow more seed.
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and at the core of many of those problems is a rejection of God’s design for the

family. One design includes one man and one women, married for life with or with-

out children. A second design is a single person living a chaste life free of sexual

interaction with others. A third would be the choice of an individual after loss of a

spouse (death or Scriptural divorce) — to marry again or remain single. A fourth

design could include several related or unrelated people living together without any

sexual interaction but supportive of a common household. These four designs cover

the options that are approved of by God through Scripture. There are no other options.

It’s obvious that our current society has abandoned these God ordained designs

in favor of variations that suit their desires. Each variation invites behaviors that

ultimately result in problems. The problems are very complicated because in most

cases it is impossible to go back and correct or “undo” the problem when a departure

from God’s design has already occurred. An example of this kind of departure

might be a couple who has chosen to live together (unmarried). That arrangement

frequently results in either the birth of an unplanned child or the abortion of a child.

In either case, the predicament is irreversible. The evil has been done. If a child was

born, and the couple remains together (which seldom happens when there has

been no marriage commitment), the example for that child is forever planted and

will likely be repeated by his or her own life many years later. A pattern of behavior

has been established and taught that is clearly a departure from God’s design.

So — since we’re discussing solving problems (the couple violated God’s law)

rather than addressing symptoms of those problems (a pregnancy resulted from the

original problem), what — if anything — could be done for a couple in this sort

of situation that would at least begin movement in a more constructive — i.e.

Scriptural — direction? First, the parties involved would have to recognize and

accept that they have lived in violation of God’s law. The second step would be

to repent of that wrong and commit to following God’s Word. The next step

would be to hear of the power of the Gospel, act on that knowledge, repent and

be baptized — accepting forgiveness for their sins. That would however only be

the beginning of their journey toward a Scriptural lifestyle. To continue on a path of

solving their original problem (and therefore keep it from re-occurring again), they

would need to study Scripture and learn all they could about how God intends

for them to live and apply His instruction as they go forward in their married

life together. Failure to do that could easily result in slipping back into the old

habits that created the problem in the first place — causing a divorce that could

begin the cycle anew. This is an example where addressing only the symptoms —

that are nothing more than a consequence of the actual problem — will never result

in a plan to fix the problem in the future. Returning to God and His instructions

after deviating from His plan however, is seldom free from consequences of that

departure. Even with God’s forgiveness there is still either a child to raise or a

need to forgive oneself for having killed a child while still in the womb.

address complications and dilemmas that exist in churches — some of which

are a result of our current culture.

A recent discussion with a family that was faced with imminent homelessness

revolved around their need for money to buy food and pay for housing. As we

discussed the extent of the need, it became obvious that no thought had been

given as to how the situation had reached such desperate proportions. All the

focus was on the here and now — on the lack of money needed to cover immediate

expenses. There was no evidence at all that there had ever been any thought given

as to how the situation got to this point — or — what actions could be taken that

would prevent this scenario from re-occurring again in the very near future.

All of these situations we have just mentioned  — as well as most others — involve

a simple but essential element that should be part of any problem resolution.

The element is that we must TREAT THE PROBLEM, NOT THE SYMPTOM.

This simple, solution building approach begins with correctly identifying the actual

problem as well as the cause of that problem. Identifying and recognizing — or

sometimes even treating — the symptoms that have resulted because of the actual

problem will do nothing to solve the problem. Addressing only the symptoms will

likely do nothing more than mask the real problem. Treating the symptoms may

in fact provide temporary relief, but the actual problem will continue to exist —

causing it to eventually re-appear in time.

Because — in this article — we want to focus on the Church as a universal God

ordained segment of our population, let’s discuss how this approach to problem

solving fits in to addressing some of issues faced by many Churches today.

As we have over the years observed the reactions displayed by most mainstream

churches to the many issues affecting them, it has become very clear that treating

the symptoms of those issues is far more palatable to the masses than taking the

necessary steps to solve the actual problem. Addressing and discussing only the

symptoms sells far more books and is far more acceptable to the current culture

than addressing the actual problem.

We mentioned earlier that frustrations expressed by many concerning their dissat-

isfaction with “churches” today include every age group, gender and marital status.

While many mainstream churches attempt to address those frustrations by adding

programs or expanding roles for their members, in many — if not most instances

— those frustrations are symptoms of the problem — not the actual problem and

the programs, etc. are addressing the symptoms. The steps therefore that are being

taken may provide temporary relief, but the actual problem will continue to exist —

causing it to eventually re-appear in time. The problem itself has just been covered

up and the relief will be temporary since only the symptoms were “treated.”

While we realize that there can be multiple causes for frustration with churches in

general, the social problems in the world are taking a tremendous toll on churches
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